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Abstract 
The Model-Based Systems Engineering (MBSE) approach uses the Systems Modeling Language (SysML) to express the 
architectural information of a system throughout different stages of its lifecycle. Within the approach, the system’s structure,
behavior, requirements, and parametrics are defined as elements within an integrated model. System Engineers use nine SysML 
diagrams to display unique views of these system elements. A significant limitation of SysML is that it is only descriptive in 
nature and cannot produce analytical results to inform system effectiveness. In order to achieve the full benefit of the MBSE 
approach the systems engineering community must also rely on external models that capture more sophisticated analysis across a 
wide variety of domains.  These domain models include simulations that measure operational effectiveness, life cycle costing 
models, physics-based computational simulations, manufacturing models, and many more. The purpose of this paper is to 
propose an approach that integrates these external simulation models with the MBSE integrated model using statistical 
metamodels that act as surrogates to the simulations. We demonstrate the approach using a simple system design problem and an 
agent-based simulation. 
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1. Introduction 
Model Based Systems Engineering (MBSE) is a new paradigm that facilitates the specification, analysis, design, 
and verification of a complex system using an integrated system model with a dedicated software tool. According to 
the International Council of Systems Engineering (INCOSE), MBSE is a methodology characterized by a collection 
of processes, methods, and tools used to support systems engineering design in a “model-based” context1. The 
MBSE approach is gaining popularity and is expected to become a common state of practice in the near future1.
Some of the key benefits to the MBSE approach include investigating requirement compliance to system elements 
within the architecture, change impact assessments on requirement changes, and conducting trade space analysis for 
alternative architectural configurations during the conceptual design phase2. The integrated system model effectively 
manages auditable records of a system design by defining a system element once so that it can be used throughout 
the model.  As a result, once a change is made to an element in the integrated system model, the dedicated tool will 
instantly identify how the change will impact the system. 
The integrated system model contains a set of elements and relationships between them. The SysML language, 
defines several types of elements that represent different aspects of the system. The most commonly used structural 
and behavior elements are blocks that define elements of structure, activities that express a sequence of behavioral 
actions, interactions between elements, state machines that classify a block’s state behavior and the event 
occurrences that trigger transitions to other states, requirements, use cases that define a system’s context boundary 
and constraint blocks that bind value properties to mathematical expressions.  SysML uses nine diagram types to 
depict different views of the system model that reveal a collection of related elements defined within the integrated 
system model. 
A key limitation of SysML is that it is only descriptive in nature and cannot produce analytical results to inform 
system effectiveness. The parametric diagrams allow the modeler to incorporate mathematical equations that a tool 
can solve as a system of equations but they are limited to simple expressions; these equations are defined as 
constraint block elements within the integrated system model. In order to achieve the full benefit of the MBSE 
approach the systems engineering community must also rely on external models that capture more sophisticated 
analysis across a wide variety of domains. The purpose of this paper is to propose an approach that integrates these 
external simulation models with the MBSE integrated model using the method of design of experiments and 
statistical metamodeling. Section 2 describes in more depth the need to link the system structure properties to 
simulation inputs. Section 3 provides some back ground on design of experiments and metamodeling. Section 4 
present a simple system design problem that uses an agent-based simulation and Section 5 summarizes the paper.  
2. External Model Integration 
During the system lifecycle we use a variety a models and simulations that represent different domains; these 
domains include operational effectiveness, physical feasibility, life-cycle costing, manufacturability, reliability and 
many more. The types of domain models range from simple analytical equations and spreadsheet models to 
simulation models that capture the dynamic complexities of a system over time. Each model is an abstraction of 
reality that represents a unique viewpoint of the system within a domain of interest. Examples of these model 
domains include simulations that measure operational effectiveness, life cycle costing models, physics-based 
computational simulations, manufacturing models, and many more. Generally, the common state-of-practice is to 
analyze these models separately to gain insight into the domains or viewpoints they represent. In order to effectively 
analyze the trade-offs between these various domains, we must integrate the models so that we understand the 
interrelations between the domains. Every model has unique inputs and outputs. In order to discuss how to integrate 
models, we must first understand how these inputs and outputs relate to a system design problem. 
Model inputs can be categorized into two types. The first type represents the design parameters of the system; if 
the system is a vehicle, examples may include the fuel capacity, number of wheels, or weight. The Physical 
Architecture Design section of the Guide to the Systems Engineering Body of knowledge (SEBoK) defines these 
design parameters as local properties that are located in a single system element. The settings of the local properties 
define the system alternative configuration and are typically under the control of the systems engineer. The second 
type of model input is known as noise variables that represent threat or environmental uncertainties and are not 
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under the control of the systems engineer; examples may include enemy force size and type, weather, terrain, or 
road conditions.  The design parameters and noise variables are defined as value properties of a block element 
within the SysML integrated system model.  
 Systems engineers use model outputs to measure a system's performance, effectiveness, feasibility or any other 
life cycle consideration that pertains to the model's domain. Model outputs are generally used to understand what the 
SEBoK defines as properties which are meaningful only when attributed to the whole, not to its parts, otherwise 
known as emergent properties3. Properties that emerge from the arrangement and interactions of system elements 
can only be truly assessed during operational testing. During the early stages of design, system engineers rely 
heavily on simulation models when operational testing is not feasible because the system does not exist.  An 
example of an emergent property for a cargo transport vehicle may be the time it takes to arrive at a destination in 
different terrain and weather environments. The time it takes a vehicle to reach a destination cannot simply be 
analyzed with a local property such as the vehicle speed. We must evaluate the vehicle configuration with all its 
local properties specified in order to evaluate its effectiveness in an environmental setting. Identifying the vehicle 
that has the shortest time of arrival will generally never be the desired alternative due to the multiple competing 
objectives involved with its design. Systems engineers must also consider the physical feasibility constraints, costs, 
human factors, manufacturability, and development schedules, just to name a few. Integrating model inputs and 
outputs that capture each of these previously mentioned considerations or domains will allow system engineers to 
effectively explore tradeoffs among the multiple objectives. For example, an operational simulation can inform 
designers of the system alternative effectiveness within a particular scenario context while a physics-based 
computational model can inform the alternative configuration performance or feasibility. 
  In order to evaluate a system alternative across multiple model domains, the system engineer must link the local 
properties of the system elements to the collection of model inputs for each domain model. The mapping of these 
system local properties to model inputs is often not direct. For example, an operational simulation may have an input 
parameter that represents the speed of a vehicle while a physics-based computational model may have inputs that 
represent the number and type of engines.  In order to effectively integrate these models, we must understand how 
the number and type of engines affect speed. To establish these relationships we can collect data, develop look up 
tables, build other models, or make assumptions based on subject matter expertise. Translating system local/value 
properties to model inputs allows the systems engineer to evaluate alternatives across multiple domains. Once the 
system local/value properties are mapped to model inputs properly, we can then explore ways at understanding their 
effects on model outputs. 
The concept of a translator is shown in Figure 1 as a parametric diagram. The system shown is a simple solider 
system that has a sensor, a rifle, and a radio. The external model used to evaluate the operational effectiveness is an 
agent-based simulation called Map Aware Nonuniform Automata (MANA).  MANA is a stochastic, agent-based, 
time-stepped simulation modeling environment, developed by the New Zealand Defense Technology Agency4. To 
the left of the diagram, value properties within the blocks (shown as dotted boxes) that have a direct mapping to a 
simulation model input have a binding connector that is directly linked to the external model constraint block. The 
value properties that are not directly mapped have a translator constraint block. The translator constraint block 
transforms value properties into the model input value that will represent the system configuration setting during the 
agent-based simulation model run.  The right of the diagram shows a value model constraint block with binding 
connectors that link external models outputs to the inputs of the value model. The value model is a multiple 
objective decision analysis model used to evaluate alternatives, see MacCalman 20165 for a more though 
explanation of the use of value model in a systems engineering context. 
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 Figure 1. Parametric diagram of the agent-based simulation model and the translators. 
 The most effective way to determine the relationships between the local properties (model inputs) and emergent 
properties (model outputs) is to leverage the method of statistical experimental design. The field of design of 
experiments allows the analyst to identify which experimental factors or local properties effects an output of interest 
that represents an emergent property. Incorporating DOE methods within a MBSE design methodology allows for 
the exploration of a wider range of alternatives. As systems become more complex, incorporating DOE methods 
within the MBSE approach is a natural merger that can reveal key insights during the design of a system. Our next 
section discusses DOE and the concept of a metamodel and how we develop and use them to gain insights. 
3. Design of Experiments and Statistical Metamodeling 
Currently, there is a technical gap with regard to our ability to untangle the system design drivers when there is a 
high volume of multi-dimensional data.  The general state-of-practice is to perform brute force simulation runs on a 
small set of baseline and excursions that do not effectively explore the system alternative design space. There is a lot 
of time, money, and resources devoted to building complicated simulation models and we do not use them to the 
maximum extent possible if we only compare a few excursions from the baseline. The most effective way to 
determine the system design drivers is to leverage the method of statistical experimental design. The field of design 
of experiments (DOE) allows the analyst to identify which model inputs effects the outputs of interest. DOE 
provides a number of benefits that can assist in the design of a system. We can clearly identify the model inputs that 
affect the output responses, identify interactions that may exist between model inputs, uncover detailed insight into 
the model’s behavior, examine the modeling assumption implications, frame the questions when we do not know 
what to ask, challenge or confirm our expectation of directional model input effects and their relative importance, 
and uncover problems with simulation program logic6.
The insights we developed from DOE are primarily a result of fitting statistical metamodels that approximate the 
external models’ behavior by acting as a surrogate to these models. There are a variety of methods we can use to fit 
a metamodel with the data generated from our experimental design. Some of these methods include Stepwise 
Regression, Neural Nets, Boosted Trees, and Bootstrap Forest7. The polynomial linear regression model is one of 
the simple metamodel types that allow us to gain insight into the system behavior. According to Meyers et al.8, the 
second order polynomial model is the most common metamodel used to model real-world problems. The linear 
regression metamodel provides three types of insights. The linear effects identify the most significant model inputs 
that drive the system behavior. The quadratic effects reveal point of diminishing or increasing rates of returns and 
the interaction effects identify synergies between to model inputs. The second order polynomial metamodel has the 
following form: 
ݕ ൌ ߚ଴ ൅ σ ߚ௝ ௝ܺ௞௝ୀଵ ൅ σ ߚ௝௝ ௝ܺ
ଶ௞
௝ୀଵ ൅ σ σ ߚ௜௝ ௜ܺ ௝ܺ௞௝வ௜௞ିଵ௜ୀଵ ൅ ߝǡ                                          (1) 
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The ߚ terms are known as the parameter estimates for each effect and reveal the magnitude and direction of the 
effect (either positive or negative); see MacCalman et al. 20159 for a more in-depth description of each parameter 
estimate. 
In addition to the linear, quadratic, and interaction effect insights we can also find local areas of model output 
performance that are vastly different than other areas; these types of insights are known as thresholds. We use 
classification and regression trees, otherwise known as partition trees to find these thresholds. A partition tree finds 
the optimal split in a data set where the distance between the two group means is the greatest10. Each split occurs at a 
model input setting that separates the model output data into two groups, one below and one above the split. The 
split occurs where the mean difference between the two groups is maximized. As a result, we can identify a model 
input threshold that has the highest impact on the model output. These splits can be interpreted as the minimum or 
maximum design parameter thresholds that achieve a desired level of effectiveness.
4. System Design Example 
To demonstrate the types of insights we can gain from the linear regression metamodel we will examine the 
results of the protect measure (ATK_Protect) model output from the agent-based simulation model. This model 
contains linear effects, interaction effects, and one quadratic effect.  Included in the list of most significant main 
effects are the design parameters for soldier M4 weapon range (M4RNG), soldier classification range 
(SDRClassRng), soldier detection range (SDRDetRNG), internal squad communications delay (InCommDelay), and 
soldier field of view (SDRFOV). Figure 2a contains the prediction profiler that shows the magnitude and direction of 
each linear effect and Figure 2b is the interaction matrix.  A strong interaction between SDRClassRng and 
InCommDelay indicates that increasing InCommDelay over these ranges has no effect when classification range is 
high, but does significantly increase the number of soldier hits taken when classification is low.  This indicates that 
increased classification range can mitigate the negative effect of increased internal squad communications delay.  
Figure 2c contains the partition tree that shows the splits in the data that represent thresholds. 
Figure 2. (a) Prediction Profiler; (b) Interaction Profiler; (c) Partition Tree. 
After acquiring the insights derived from our DOE analysis we can now capture them within our MBSE system 
integrated model. Figure 3 shows a number of SysML relationship elements that convey the insights captured. The 
figure shows two requirement containment structures for the emergent and local properties. Analyzing simulation 
model output results are one way a systems engineer can verify and/or validate a system requirement. The system 
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drivers identified above can reveal which value properties or structural blocks satisfy the requirements classified as 
emergent properties. Figure 3 shows satisfy relationships between value properties and emergent property 
requirements. The threshold and interaction insights derived new requirements that provide more specific 
requirement statements. Below the emergent properties in Figure 3 are derived requirement relationships for the 
local properties of the system. Additionally, the rationale comments highlight the interactions that exist between 
these local property requirements. 
5. Conclusions 
Figure 3. DOE insights captured within the MBSE system integrated model. 
In this paper we discussed the need to integrate multiple external models to reveal important insights across 
several domains. We recognize a technical gap in our ability to untangle the effects of the local system properties on 
the emergent system properties. We highlight the need to explicitly represent the translation of a system value 
property that defines an alternative configuration to simulation model inputs using a SysML parametric diagram.  
The method of design of experiments allows us to identify the effects of each model input on the model outputs. 
These insights relate directly to the local properties that drive the system behavior, otherwise known as the emergent 
properties.  
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